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Lexi 
Compact Lexi Recliner/Suite offers exceptional comfort, with a beautifully contoured back design, soft 

'pillow' arms and full-width 'chaise' seating. Available in Small and Standard sizes throughout with 

additional Petite and Royale sizes of Electric Riser Recliner. Wide choice of fabrics. 

The sofas and chairs are offered in small and standard sizes throughout the range. There is the option of a 

larger "Royale" size on all Recliners. A smaller "Petite" size, with a shallower seat and lower seat height is 

available on matching 'Lift &amp; Rise' recliners. 

For the ultimate in effortless reclining comfort choose the power recliner with either a neat handset or with 

a two-button switch on the outside arm. A rechargeable option is available for either. The manual recliner 

comes with a choice of finger-release catch or a lever handle release. 

The 'Lift &amp; Rise' Recliner is available in Petite, Small, Standard and Royale sizes. They are designed with 

full powerlift facility to assist sufferers of arthritis, rheumatism, MS, poor circulation and many other mobility 

restrictions. With the advantage of two-motor control, you can adjust the backrest and footrest 

independently to reach any desired reclining position, including a near-horizontal full sleeping position. (On 

a more basic single-motor recliner, the footrest and back move together, giving less choice of position.) 

Maximum recommended weight 159 kg (25 stones). 

All recliner chairs and Lift and Rise chairs come with a five year mechanism guarantee for the personal use 

of the purchaser. 
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Size 

3 seat sofa, small                      201.5 x h 102.5 x 93.5 cm 

3 seat sofa, standard                 201.5 x h 106 x 96.5 cm  

 

2 seat sofa, small                       145.5 x h 102.5 x 93.5 cm 

2 seat sofa, standard                  145.5 x h 106 x 96.5 cm 

 

3 seat sofa, small reclining         201.5 x h 102.5 x 92.5 cm 

3 seat sofa, standard reclining   201.5 x h 106 x 95.5 cm 

 

2 seat sofa, small reclining         145.5 x h 106 x 92.5 cm 

2 seat sofa, standard reclining   145.5 x h 106 x 95.5 cm 

 

small fixed chair                           84.5 x h 102.5 x 93.5 cm 

standard fixed chair                     84.5 x h 106 x 96.5 cm 

 

small recliner                                84.5 x h 102.5 x 92.5 cm 

standard recliner                          84.5 x h 106 x 95.5 cm 

 

Petite electric riser recliner           84.5 x h 100.5 x 90 cm 

small electric riser recliner            84.5 x h 102.5 x 92.5 cm 

Standard electric riser recliner      84.5 x h 106 x 95.5 cm 

Royale electric riser recliner          84.5 x h 109.5 x 100 cm 

 

standard stool                                  61 x h 40.5 x 56 cm 

standard stool/storage box             61 x h 42 x 56 cm 
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